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The investigation continues to try to find Lina in the Bas Rhin. The 15-year-old girl has disappeared 
since Saturday, when she was supposed to catch a train to meet with her boyfriend in Strasbourg. 
A large-scale coordinated operation has been carried out since this morning in several areas. This 
was announced by public prosecutor of Sauverne. 
 
The legal battle continues for Alexandre Benalla. He will appeal to the Court of Cassation following 
his conviction on appeal this afternoon to 3 years in prison, one year of which of actual jail time. 
The former Élysée mission manager was found guilty of violence during the demonstrations of 
May 1, 2018. He had hit five people on the sidelines of a demonstration while he attended the 
parade as a simple observer. 
 
How can bedbugs be eradicated? The Minister of Transport Clément Beaune will bring together 
transportation operators next week. The objective will be to find solutions, as this small insect 
has been reported multiple times these past weeks in trains and the Paris metro. The Paris town 
hall has also requested an action plan from the government. 
 
The court validates the takeover of the Air Antilles airline group by Cipime. This will be a partial 
takeover since all flights operated by Air Guyane will no longer be served. More than half of the 
300 employees will be let go. 
 
A new museum entirely dedicated to mathematics. This will be in Paris at Maison Poincaré, which 
opens its doors tomorrow in the 5th arrondissement. The new 900 m2 structure is aimed at all 
audiences, starting from 4th grade. This museum was the wish of the mathematician and former 
MP Cédric Villani. It targets 30,000 visitors per year, including 20,000 schoolchildren. 
 
And to finish: there will be many Russian athletes next year at the Paris Olympics. They were 
authorized to participate under a neutral banner in the 2024 Paralympic Games. The decision was 
made after two votes by the General Assembly of the International Paralympic Committee. 


